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The Dilemma 

- Naturalism says all facts must be natural or grounded in solely natural facts 
- The Is/Ought Principle says no normative facts can be solely grounded in natural facts 
- Both principles appear to be plausible, yet don’t appear to be mutually consistent. 

 
- The Idea: Can satisfy both Naturalism and the Is/Ought Principle if there’s null grounding. 

 

Metaphysical Connections 

- Examples 
▪ {Socrates} is grounded in Socrates as ground, and the connection is the set-builder 

operation (cf. Fine 2012: 47).  
▪ The empty set {} is null grounded from no grounds, and the connection is the set-builder 

operation (cf. Fine 2012: 47). 
▪ The shaped clay is the ground of the statue, where the intention to make a statue is the 

connection. 
▪ The building being six-stories tall is the ground for the building being illegal, where the 

connection is the law in this jurisdiction is that buildings can’t have more than five-
stories (Rosen 2017a: 285-286). 

▪ The shell is the ground for the dollar, where the connection is that the society has 
agreed that shells are money (cf. Searle 1995). 

 
- Two claims 

▪ Connections can themselves be grounded – e.g., intentions 
▪ There is null grounding: grounding from no grounds but via connections. 

▪ Connections make null grounding less wacky. 

 
Calm Naturalism, Serene Is/Ought 
 

- Naturalism 
▪ Strong: Every chain of metaphysical grounding eventually features solely natural 

grounds and connections. 
▪ Weak: Every fact is either a natural fact or has a grounding chain that at some point has 

no normative or otherwise non-natural facts as either grounds or connections. 
 

▪ Null grounding: ruled out by strong but not weak Naturalism. 

 

- Is/Ought Principle 
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▪ Strong: No normative fact is identical to a natural or otherwise non-normative fact, and 
for each normative fact either it’s ungrounded or it’s grounded such that at each step in 
the grounding chain it has at least one normative ground or connection. 

▪ Weak: No normative fact is identical to a natural or otherwise non-normative fact. And 
for each normative fact either it is ungrounded or at no point in its grounding chain do 
solely natural or otherwise non-normative facts serve as both grounds and connections. 
 

▪ Null grounding: ruled out by the strong but not the weak Is/Ought Principle. 
 

Navigating the Dilemma 

- Null grounding: the most basic normative facts are null grounded from no grounds but via 
natural connections 

▪ Satisfies weak Naturalism because no ungrounded normative facts – and the 
connections for the most basic normative facts are natural 

▪ Satisfies the weak Is/Ought Principle because all normative facts are grounded in 
normative facts or null grounded from no natural grounds whatsoever. 

 
Toy View: Socially Constructed Normativity 

- Say that being a reason is a most basic normative property 
- And that we can jointly intend there be reasons for something or other 

▪ E.g., two parents jointly intend that there is reason to take turns changing the diaper 
 

- The joint intention that there be a reason for something or other serves as connection in the null 
generation of being a reason 

- The joint intention conceives of being a reason as a sui generis normative property, and 
determines its nature such that being a reason is null generated with the joint intention as 
connection 

 

Null Grounding of Normativity 

 


